A VISITOR’S EXPERIENCE
IN PATENTED

GRAND SOJOURN™
ACADEMIC AREAS
Enter the Astrophysics room. Not interested, just walk on. If interested, then displays and videos take the viewer
from a simple introduction to summaries near post-graduate level. The same experience occurs in rooms of almost all
major disciplines of academia: Geology, Astronomy, Chemistry, Mathematic, Physics and many more.
Academic rooms are Important and useful for deciding a choice of college major, or for study during retirement.
AREAS OF PROFESSIONS
Other rooms are dedicated to summaries of PROFESSIONS: Plumber, Cabinet maker, Nurse, Teacher, Physician,
Engineer and many more.
Rooms of Professions are Important and useful for selecting a profession or trade, and for choice of a second career.
AREAS OF ACTION
ACTION ROOMS include a Flight simulator, a Tank simulator, a free fall tower and firearm safety instruction,
taught at USMC level with a practice range. Changing rooms provide access to rock climbing, a short track, gym, roller
skating, ski and snowboarding simulation, swimming and scuba instruction. Access also to a spa, steam room and sauna
appreciated after work out.
Rooms of ACTION are Important and useful for better health and for good morale.
CORRIDORS, in most designs, are dedicated to GENERAL SUBJECTS. Corridor example: On one side history of
railroads on other side how a locomotive is built.
Some aspects of entertainment relieve the weight of academia without any dilution of scholarly content.
THE ENTIRE STRUCTURE, of whatever appropriate design (although the inventor favors his original five floors of
linked large octagons), provides instruction, opportunity and satisfaction. The inventor believes that hope and well-being
are also included.
A visit can be Important for general health, not just for temporary relief in cases of mental turmoil or mid-life crisis.
GRAND SOJOURN™ visits may lead, in small and subtle or even large ways, to a healthier society.
The inventor’s conviction that GRAND SOJOURN benefits humanity,
is interestingly touched upon by Government patenting both its educational and moral aspects.
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